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Advantages
High Data Availability
- Multiple backup copies are stored in
separate physical machines to ensure
data availability at all time.
- Live migration guarantees data
availability at 99.999999%.
- Support roll back to any backup point.
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Cloud Services Overview
Cloud transformation is accelerating faster than previously predicted. As of August
2018, 77% of enterprises have at least one application or a portion of their enterprise
computing infrastructure in the cloud. Cloud computing eliminates both the capital
expense of buying hardware and maintenance cost of running on-site data centers. It
allows businesses to purchase resources on demand, enabling them to scale flexibly
and affordably. ChinaCache offers both private and public cloud services to help
businesses achieve and maintain growth. Backed by ChinaCache’s network experts
& advanced data center technologies, ChinaCache Cloud Services allow you to fully
control your environment and ramp up your computing power instantly. Our portfolio
of cloud services includes cloud object storage, cloud server, cloud database, virtual
private cloud and load balancer.

Cloud Object Storage

Flexible Resource Expansion
- Resources can be expanded flexibly
based on business needs to meet
the requirements of performance and
storage in different business stages.
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ChinaCache Object Storage (COS) is designed to be integrated with
ChinaCache’s CDN network seamlessly and can be conveniently utilized as a
content origin in Mainland China. Compatible with Amazon S3 Simple Storage
Service, ChinaCache Object Storage offers high performance, high reliability, and
high availability. COS supports four different types of file upload options: through
web management console, S3 Browser Windows Client, Amazon S3 REST API,
and ChinaCache pulling files to COS. In addition, COS provides high-performance
add-on services such as Aspera FASP® and private lines to reduce congestions
and latencies on the public Internet network.

Low Cost
- Resources can be purchased on
demand without high-cost equipment
commitment, reducing initial
investment and resource waste.

Cloud Server
ChinaCache cloud server rides on China Unicom and China Telecom dual-line,
multi-line BGP premium network with global coverage. The high-speed Internet
private lines provide connectivity between different geographic locations and are
not affected by public Internet Service Providers, creating stable data transmission
between global branches of enterprises. With RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks) technology, the bottom layer of the cloud server adopts distributed
storage, in which multiple copies of data are stored on different physical machines
to guarantee data availability.

Cloud Database
ChinaCache offers three types of cloud database services:
Network and Data Security
- Support flexible access control rules.
- Multiple data copies are saved on
separate machines to ensure data
redundancy.
- Cloud services are protected against
attacks, including CC attacks,
SYN flood, and other DDoS attacks.

Cloud database MySQL: Cloud database MySQL is a high-availability, high-performance
database service based on mature cloud computing technology. Compatible with MySQL
5.1/5.5/ 5.6 and Percona 5.1/5.5/5.6 the cloud database provides a full set of solutions
including disaster recovery, backup, data rollback, monitoring and database audit.
Cloud database MongoDB: Cloud database MongoDB supports ReplicaSet and
Sharding deployment architectures and comes with multiple enterprise capabilities
including security auditing and time point backup.
Cloud database Redis: Built on a high-reliability dual-server hot standby architecture and
a cluster architecture, cloud database Redis provides data persistence and can be
expanded seamlessly, allowing flexible scaling up and down.

Virtual Private Cloud
Easy Management
- Resource management is simple
and easy with self-service cloud
management portal .

ChinaCache Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) helps customers build an isolated
network environment that enables customization on network segmentation, IP
addresses and routing policies, and achieve multi-layer security protection through
cloud firewalls. It supports cloud routers, subnets and NAT gateways. Meanwhile,
it also allows customers to connect their private networks and data centers
through VPN or dedicated lines and flexibly deploy their hybrid clouds.

Load Balancer
ChinaCache Load Balancing is a traffic distribution control service that distributes
traffic to multiple cloud servers in the back end. It extends the external service
capabilities of the application system through traffic distribution and improves
applications' availability and utilization of resources through failover.
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